That’s what makes LEGO® Toys so special.

**Fun to build upon.**
Lots of colourful bricks and pieces with many sounds and functions to explore. All ranges stimulate the child’s development and make it fun to build and learn — at the same time!
For children between 0-6 years.
SEE PAGES 4-15

**LEGO® SYSTEM**
It’s a new toy every day.
More than ever the essence of free and creative building.
Many themes to choose from: Basic, Pirates, Castle, Town, Trains, Ships, Space, Model Team — plus the exotic new Paradisa. The Electric System in Basic, Town and Space adds fun and play value.
For children between 3-16 years.
SEE PAGES 16-40
Most toys have a limited life – the children simply outgrow them. LEGO® Toys, on the contrary, grow with your child – that’s what makes them so special.

DUPLO® Bricks can be built together with LEGO® SYSTEM Bricks – which in turn can work with TECHNIC sets. From rattles to robots, no other toy system gives the imagination more to play with.

The Electric System incorporated in several sets adds more fun and realism to play.

Basic, Town and Space: Flashing lights and twin-tone sirens powered by a 9 volt battery.

Trains: 9 volt transformer, Speed Regulator, electric rails, lights, motors etc.

TECHNIC: 9 volt motor powered by a separate battery box with “remote control”.

LEGOL Technic

Get your brain in gear.
Advanced LEGO® builders will love the many gears, pistons, electric motors, pneumatics, compressors – even a programmable Control Centre is waiting to challenge you.

Add the Electric System – even your dad won’t believe his own eyes or ears! For children between 7-16 years.
SEE PAGES 41-47
Baby
From 0-2 years

Such a warm welcome to the world...

Fun and safe to play with. Each DUPLO® toy appeals to the child’s natural curiosity, several even “talk back” with funny sounds when activated! All parts, from baby-rattles to play sets, build exciting new toys together.

2020
Desmond Duck Rattle-Teether
with rolling eyes and a spinning ball.
From 4 months.

2072
DUPLO Touch & Learn Cot Toy.
Build a tower with the removable blocks on the reverse of this toy. From 4 months.

2073
DUPLO Baby Gift Pack. A great gift with four different toys for baby’s first years.
From 4 months.

2040
DUPLO Rock-n-Roller. A 3 part push along that rattles and rolls. From 7 months.
2070 DUPLO Ring-me-Rabbit Telephone. Push button telephone with amusing sounds and functions. From 9 months.

2066 DUPLO Bath-Tub Buddies. The octopus and fish roll on the floor and float in the bath. From 9 months.
Building Sets
From 1½-5 years

A new toy is waiting in every brick!

Build a duck, change it into a truck... or maybe a dog! With plenty of bricks and elements in each set your child can build toys nobody has ever seen before.

- 1482 DUPLO Panda and Friends. Fun building with animal heads and trolleys.
- 2331 Barney, The Skateboard Bear.
- 2341 Peter's Holiday Building Set.
- 2361 Matt and Mutt Building Set.
- 2371 DUPLO Flying School with pilots, plane and control tower.
- 2392 DUPLO Farmyard with the Pull Back Motor.
- 2306 DUPLO Large Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
- 2304 DUPLO Large Green Building Plate (38 x 38 cm).
- 2303 DUPLO Red and Green Building Plates (9.5 x 19 cm each).
- 1635 DUPLO Firefighters always ready for action.
- 2350 DUPLO Playbook - Tom's Adventure. Fun and learning for adult and child.

2376 DUPLO Play Bucket containing three heads that swivel on a brick.

2381 DUPLO Bucket of Bricks. Lots of DUPLO bricks in all shapes and sizes, with trolleys and figures.

2387 DUPLO Playtime Bucket. Barney and his friends with lots of bricks in a large yellow bucket.
Play Sets
From 2-5 years

Animal Antics
Let the imagination run wild — whether you start with a complete Zoo or build the Zoo set by set. All parent animals can move their heads and the monkeys their arms. If you combine the Zoo with the Circus sets, the animals will really show you their antics.

Farm

DUPLO Play Farm
with animals, tractor, trailer and working conveyor.

2628 DUPLO Horse Transporter
with driver.

2647 DUPLO Farm Animals.

2655 DUPLO Play Farm
with animals, tractor, trailer and working conveyor.

Zoo

2668 DUPLO Zoo Animal Antics.
A selection of animals playing on slides and platforms.

2669 DUPLO Zoo Park.
Build your own Zoo with platforms, base plates, animals, figures and a truck.

2660 DUPLO Zoo Nursery.

2661 DUPLO Zoo Truck.
Mobile cage for Baby Tiger and food.

2662 DUPLO Zoo Feeding
Time. The Sea Lion and Crocodile wait for the keeper to bring their fish.

2664 DUPLO Tiger Enclosure.
The Panda cautiously watches the Tiger family feeding.

2666 DUPLO Zoo Playground with Polar Bears and Giraffes.
Circus

2652 DUPLO Circus Troupe. Roll up! Roll up! The Circus is in town.

2651 DUPLO Circus Artists and Elephant. The rotating wheel can be used as a podium, too.

2650 DUPLO Cannon Ball Clowns. Fire the cannon and the clown flies out (gently!)
Play Sets
From 2-5 years

Vehicles

2619 DUPLO Rescue Helicopter.

2630 DUPLO Camping Set. The roof slides open and all parts fit inside the caravan.

2612 DUPLO Motorbike and Rider.

2613 DUPLO Refuse Truck.

2609 DUPLO Racer.

2617 DUPLO Tow Truck.

2671 DUPLO Grand Prix Racing Team complete with trophy!

2657 DUPLO Service Station with petrol pump, tow truck and figures.

Planes

2641 DUPLO Plane. Jet Plane and Airliner all in one!
Ships

2643 DUPLO Fishing Boat with dinghy. Both float on water.

Police

2672 Police Station.

2706 DUPLO Play Train with animals waggion.

Trains

2701 DUPLO Express. All aboard the DUPLO train, with station and an oval track.

Fire

2658 DUPLO Fire Station with a slide, two well equipped fire engines, motorbike, firemen and a dog!

2674 DUPLO Police Emergency Unit with car and control desk.

2714 Play Train Crossings with 2 pieces of straight track.

2713 Play Train Points with 8 small pieces of track.

2637 DUPLO Fire Engine with firehose and extending ladder.
Flat today, house tomorrow!

The Playhouse with soft bedding for the family can be purchased “room by room” – or as a complete unit.

The setting is entirely up to you: one furnished playhouse (2780) – or 5 separate sets (2775, 2776, 2777, 2778 and 2779). Either way you will feel right at home!
2656 DUPLO Village Post Office with the postman and his family.

2772 DUPLO World People.

2771 DUPLO Family. Seven members of the DUPLO family including the baby with a quilt.

2773 DUPLO Barbecue with garden, furniture and parasol.

2615 DUPLO Nursery with cot, playpen and bottle.

2614 DUPLO Mother and Baby with Pram.
The greatest invention - since the DUPLO® Brick!

With the revolutionary new TOOLO sets from DUPLO® your child can experience the thrill of building toys using a real “tool” - just like dad’s! The specially designed screwdriver is safe and simple to use with its click-function which engages to prevent overtightening of the screws. The screws are permanently attached to the new building elements and can’t come loose. Unique bars are the backbones of the many new TOOLO models, which can only be completed using the TOOLO screwdriver. Building your own toys has taken a new turn!

2910 DUPLO TOOLO Dumper Truck with “real” rubber tyres.

2920 DUPLO TOOLO Digger. The bucket and arm can be rotated for unloading into the truck.

2940 DUPLO TOOLO Fire Truck with a fire hose and a fire pump with hook.

2930 DUPLO TOOLO Mobile Crane. The crane moves up and down and rotates on the turntable.

1. The sturdy screws can’t fall out of the TOOLO elements.
2. Loosen the screw turning the screwdriver to the left (unlocked).
3. Connect the elements and tighten the screw turning the screwdriver to the right until it “clicks” (locked).
We’ve got the bricks - you’ve got the ideas!

The more bricks, the more possibilities! Choose between handypacks, 2 or 3 module Playcases or Buckets. The famous LEGO® SYSTEM bricks which make any idea become reality.
1882
Large Pay Bucket.
Lots of bricks and special elements in a large bucket.

1636
Handy Bucket of Bricks.
Various bricks and special elements in a storage bucket.

1577
Play Bucket with bricks.

315
BASIC Sampler Set.

325
BASIC Handypack, standard.

335
BASIC Handypack, large.

365
BASIC Standard Playcase of bricks and elements in 2 segment storage case with building plates as lids.

385
BASIC Large Playcase of bricks and elements with a new pull-back motor. In 3 segment storage case with building plates as lids.

1884
Handy Bucket of Bricks. Contains a variety of bricks and special elements.

1881
Play Bucket of Bricks.
Contains a variety of bricks and special elements.

1885
Large Play Bucket of Bricks.
Contains lots of bricks and special elements.

Think, build - and build again!

Whichever LEGO® SYSTEM BASIC set you choose, the final toy has not yet been decided - it's all in your child's mind!

Gradually the sets get more and more advanced. A building guide for several models is included in all sets for further inspiration.
Supplementaries

800 - 801 - 802 - 803 - 804 - 805 - 808 - 809 - 811 - 812
Extra bricks in assorted colours.
Roofing bricks with steep or shallow pitch. From 5 years.

846
Lighting Set. To be used with a 9V battery box. From 5 years.

260
48-page LEGO Building Ideas Book to inspire free, creative building. From 5 years.

845
9V Battery Motor. With battery box and wheels. Batteries not included. From 5 years.

821
Element Separator. From 3 years.

819
Sea Plate. Large Blue Building Plate 25 x 25 cm. From 5 years.

815
Grey Baseplate. 38 x 38 cm. From 5 years.

813
Green Baseplate 25 x 25 cm. From 5 years.

814
3 Baseplates - green, yellow, red. 6 x 12 cm each. From 5 years.

789
Brick tidy. Lies flat as a play mat. From 3 years.

818
Pull-back motor. From 3 years.

BASIC
From 7-12 years

Just wait until you hear it!
The Electric System makes your models even more special. Just turn on the twin-tone siren and the flashing lights in interchangeable colours, both driven by a hidden 9 volt battery.

PIRATES

From 5-12 years

Follow the dotted line to the gold!

If you treasure adventure, this is the place for you.

Governor Broads'ide from Fort Sabre is facing tough times. Admiral Woodhouse thinks that Broads'ide is a fool the way he deals with the pirates — led by the dreaded Cap'n Roger and his men aboard the Dark Shark.

If you want to help Governor Broads'ide you'd better find the treasure before the pirates. Can you spot it in the large picture to the right?

PS. These ships "sail" across the carpet rather than float on water.
**6265 Governor's Bastion.** Manned by 2 soldiers with a working cannon. Includes rowing boat with a third soldier.

**6266 Governor's Fort Sabre** with prison and dungeon pit for captured pirates. Has 6 soldiers, 2 pirates, 2 cannons, crane, palm tree and treasure chest with gold.

**6259 Governor Broadsides' Prison** including 2 soldiers and a captured pirate.

**6247 Admiral's Launch.** With treasure chest.

**6267 Soldier's Tavern** with 3 soldiers and 2 pirates. The soldiers relax at the tavern but the firing cannon will protect them from the pirates.

**6274 Governor's Ship “Sea Hawk”** with 2 working cannons to ward off pirates, a crew of 4. Does not float.

**6277 Port Royal.** Home of the Woodhouse Soldiers. Includes cranes, cannons, prison, ship and a treasure chest.

**6271 Admiral's Ship “Sea Lion”**. With real compass, cannons and a rudder which can be steered from the bridge. Does not float.
Castle
From 5–12 years

The Wolf People are coming - but how many?

While the Black Knights and the Lion Knights fight for the throne, the Forest People worry about the Wolf People, the new gentlemen-robbers in town. How many can you spot in the large picture below?

6075 Wolves' Island Lair. The drawbridge can be raised and lowered. Includes ghost and robbers.

6054 Robin Hood's Tree Hideaway. It opens to reveal a hidden room.

6038 Wolves' Highway Haunt. With secret room and treasure chest.


6077 Robin's Lake Stronghold with trapdoor, a hollow tree and a treasure chest.

6103 Robin with friends and foes.
**Black Knights**

- **6057** Black Knights' Ship. Includes 5 knights.
- **6059** Town Gate with catapult and prison.
- **6009** Black Knight.
- **6086** Black Knights' Castle. With prisoner cell, ghost tower and secret exit. Drawbridge can be raised and lowered.
- **6034** Haunted Tower with luminous ghost.

**Lion Knights**

- **6042** Prison Waggon with prisoner & escort.
- **6039** Double Catapult with two knights.
- **6081** The Haunted Castle with trapdoor, concealed treasury and a luminous ghost! A turntable with 2 crossbows tops the tower.
- **6018** Dragon Ship.
The holiday of your dreams!

Whether you are riding the waves or on back of a horse – in this tropical paradise anything is possible! Building is fast and easy so that you can concentrate on your holiday activities. But there are still a lot more details – like a cappuccino machine, an ice-cream cart, windsurfers and life-guards – more than you can dream of.

6419 Paradisa Palm Ranch.
With 3 stables, 3 horses, paddock and a horse transporter.

6405 Paradisa Pony Paddock.
With horse transporter.

6411 Club Paradisa.
With ice-cream stand, windsurfer and lifeguard.

6416 Paradisa Palm Villa.
With swimming pool, kitchen, panorama room and sports car.

No energy crisis in this town!

With so many vehicles this town needs its own fuel supply – here comes Octan!

Special petrol tankers and the complete Service Station get things moving. Actually the petrol tanker is on its way to fill up the space shuttle on page 30!

The realistic building plates with roads and pavements tie everything together.

PS. The ships don’t float, but rounded studs make them perfect on carpets etc.
6397 Octan Service. Car wash with rotating brushes. Includes pick-up truck and car.

6594 Octan Petrol Tanker. With retractable hose.

The brushes in the carwash spin as your car enters it—they even adjust themselves to the width of the car!
Leisure

6351 Surf Island Camper. With boat and windsurfer.

6376 Italian Restaurant with kitchen, bar, cook, waiter and 3 guests.

6592 Weekend Cottage.

6534 Surfer's Beach Buggy. With surf board.

6381 Grand Prix 2000 with pit stop.

Racing

6510 Dune Raider.

6508 Racing Boat.

6644 Road Racer Transporter.

6646 Texas Tornado with big rear wheels and exhaust pipes.

6509 Red Devil Racer.


6648 Octan Rally. With suspension.

6669 Hot Rod Racer with big wheels and exhaust pipes.

LEGOSYSTEM

Vehicles

6668 Envirotuck. Container slides off and on when turning the winch.

6681 Road Works with Warning Lights. Has two bars with flashing lights and lit road signs. Battery operated.

6662 JCB. With many realistic functions.

6630 High Speed Patrol with flashing light and siren.

6672 Safari Truck with front/rear suspension.

6352 Europort Cargo Loader.

6512 Mini Digger.

6520 6-Wheel Dumper.

6530 City Car with hinged cockpit.

6507 Mini Dumper with balloon tyres and driver.

6354 Police Rapid Response Team with lots of equipment and functions.

6533 Motorway Patrol with emergency equipment.

6506 Police Car and policeman.
6399
International Shuttle.
The monorail powered by a 9V motor takes passengers to and from city and airport terminal.

6396
Holiday Airport.
Arrival/departure hall with control tower and service facilities for the passengers. Plane and helicopter can be opened.

6346
Mercury II" Shuttle Escort.
The Space Shuttle can be opened to reveal the satellite inside.

6357
Heli-Transporter.
Attachable trailer with support foot.

6593
Fire Engine and Tender with movable ladder.

6389
Emergency Fire and Rescue Station with heliplatform. Fire tender contains hose drum and oxygen cylinders.

6400
Airport Fire Squad with flashing light and siren.

6375
Cargo Plane with tailgate and cargo doors. Working Fork-lift.

6482
Air Sea Rescue Helicopter with flashing lights and sirens. Battery operated. Carries doctor with medical equipment and stretcher, plus 2 flight crew.

6673
Private Plane with hinged wings for easy cabin access.
TRAINS

From 6-12 years

The fastest play-train in town - don’t miss it!

This Play Train is the fastest you have ever seen - no matter which direction you prefer to travel. The secret is a 9 Volt Speed Regulator and a powerful engine.

Building is easy as the new conducting rails connect with a “snap”. Naturally all trains - even the Starter Set - can be built into many different trains. Otherwise they wouldn’t be LEGO® SYSTEM playtrains!

Electric pick-up is through the trains’ metallic wheels, simple and reliable.

4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

4563 Euro Freight Line includes motor, transformer, speed regulator, rails, fork-lift truck, tractor, motor cycle and 3 figures.

4543 Transport Waggon with excavator and tipper.

4536 Self-Discharging Hopper with unloading ramp.

4546 Rail and Road Combi-Vehicle with magnet attachment for connection to the train.

4531 Manual Points with Track.

4515 8 straight rails.

4520 8 curved rails.
4558 Euro Express with luggage room, buffet and compartments with seats and beds. Lights illuminate whilst driving. Includes motor, oval of rails, platform and 11 figures. To be used with 4548 Transformer and Speed Regulator.

4554 Central Station with waiting room, payphone, coffee bar and ticket office. Includes luggage van and 8 figures.

4539 Strand Junction. Includes level crossing with keeper and manually operated bars.

4551 Austrian Federal Railways with motor.
SHIPS
From 6-12 years

Turn your bath into an ocean!

The LEGO® SYSTEM ships sail as perfectly in the bathtub as they do across the carpet. If you prefer to stay dry, why not dock at the LEGO SYSTEM harbour shown on page 27!

4031 Firefighter with helicopter. Fire pumps are on lifts that can be hoisted, lowered and turned. Floats on water.

4021 Police Patrol. Boat with diving equipment. Floats on water.

4011 Shark Hunter. Fishing boat which floats on water.
How on earth did the Blacktrons invade M:Tron?

**SPACE POLICE**

6897 Space Police
Prisoner Patrol.
Can be folded to a smaller space ship when the prisoner cell is detached.

6957 Space Police Galactic Enforcer.
With prisoner cell, double cockpit with a plane on the trailer.

6984 Space Police Commander.
With prisoner cells. Can be divided into three sections. The back can be opened to reveal the vehicle inside.

6831 Space Police buggy with movable radar antennae.

6956 M:Tron Rescue Star Cruiser with vehicle and crane. The magnetic box contains various tools.

6987 M:Tron Recovery Centre with rear-wheel steering and two magnetic vehicles. Telescopic crane with magnet.

6877 M:Tron Search Craft with magnet to transport magnetic containers.

6923 M:Tron Cosmicopter with tilt-wings and magnetic tool container.

6833 M:Tron Inspection Buggy with tilting control panel.

Magnet power and Electric Systems in several sets make these models something out of this world!
6981 Blacktron Intruder Force. Open the middle section and two mini vehicles drive down the ramp.

6988 Blacktron Spy Base with flashing light and underground hideout. Cockpits can be disconnected and used with other models.

6933 Blacktron Radar Patrol with 4-wheel suspension. Radar cockpit and upper part can be used as a separate model.

6851 Blacktron Cruncher with large wheels. The pilot has an oxygen cylinder.

6812 Blacktron Spy Buggy with jet-pack pilot.

6832 Blacktron Star Rider with navigation computer.

6878 Blacktron Strider with movable legs and jet-pack pilot.

6887 Blacktron Octopod. The cockpit can be disconnected from the model and combined with other vehicles.

6704 The United Galaxies.

6710 Touch Down Plates.
The special snap-lock in some models makes it easy to separate them and combine them with others.
Think big - build big!

These big models are the most realistic ever built from LEGO® SYSTEM bricks. The details are stunning and the models' sheer size make them a collector's item!
For New TECHNIC Builders
From 7-16 years

Start your TECHNIC collection on a small scale!

Even the smallest TECHNIC models are packed with lifelike details. Like i.e. the DAKAR SPORT (8815) with rack-and-pinion steering, adjustable steering wheel and a miniature piston engine.

A building guide for more models is included in each set – just to speed up the imagination!

8891 TECHNIC Designers Manual
100 pages showing all kinds of TECHNIC. From 7 years.

8720 TECHNIC 9V Motor Set with motor, battery box and building elements. Can be built into many TECHNIC models. From 7 years.

8810 TECHNIC Alpha Racer with shock absorbers. From 7 years.

8825 TECHNIC Sky Patrol helicopter with turning rotors. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 8 years.

8712 TECHNIC Figures Set.

8034 TECHNIC Universal Set from 8 years with plenty of basic TECHNIC elements and building instructions for 4 exciting models.

8828 TECHNIC Mechanical Digger.
The shovel can be raised, lowered and tipped. From 8 years.

8824 TECHNIC Universal Set from 7 years.
A good set to start with. Building instructions for a car with steering, fork-lift truck, helicopter and racer.

8826 TECHNIC Quad A.T.V. with self-stabilising rear wheels. From 7 years.

8820 TECHNIC Beach Patrol with coil spring suspension. From 8 years.

8830 TECHNIC Moon Buggy.
With front and rear wheel steering. From 8 years.

For Experienced TECHNIC Builders
From 9-16 years

Test your technical skills!

Now that you are quite an experienced TECHNIC builder, you are ready for even more detailed models.

The Moto Cross Bike with authentic chain, shock absorbers and twin-cylinder engine with real piston is just one example of where the TECHNIC models may take you!

8835 TECHNIC Forklift Truck with steering gear and forks that hoist, lower and tip. From 9 years.

8840 TECHNIC Safari Racer with rear wheel suspension. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 9 years.

8044 TECHNIC Universal Pneumatic Set from 9 years with simple pneumatic pump to power different models.

8074 TECHNIC Universal Set with Flex System. Building instructions for tractor, mini loader, road grader and crane. From 9 years.

8064 TECHNIC Universal Motor Set with 9V motor, battery box and building instructions for 4 motorized models. From 9 years.

8838 TECHNIC Moto Cross Bike with chain, shock absorbers and piston motor construction. From 9 years.

8850 TECHNIC Rally Support Truck. Steering gear, engine construction with pistons, main rods and crank shaft. Can be motorized with set 8720. From 10 years.

8837 TECHNIC Pneumatic Excavator. The arm of the crane and grab can be raised and lowered by use of the pneumatic system. From 9 years.

8855 TECHNIC Amazon Explorer with joy stick controlled cover, and tail flaps, piston engine and turning propeller. From 10 years.
8836 TECHNIC Propeller Plane. Features a piston engine, propeller, spring suspension on the wheels and a cable controlled flap operated from the control stick. From 9 years.

Twin-cylinder boxer engine with working pistons, rods and a crankshaft connected to the prop - just like in a real private plane.

The ailerons are controlled in either direction by the stick in front of the pilot's seat.

8839 TECHNIC Supply Ship. The wheels turn and at the same time the nozzles around the screw propellers turn and the propellers rotate. From 10 years.
For Advanced TECHNIC Builders
From 11-16 years

Combine your potential with these models’!

The new compressor truck can’t be described in words – you simply have to see and hear it! An electric motor combined with a miniature compressor and valve-activated pneumatics are new dimensions to TECHNIC builders, taking you one step closer to reality. Just like completing the construction makes you feel six feet high!

Four pneumatic levers control the crane movements when pushed → forward or ← backward.

CRANE:
→ turns right
→ turns left

ARM:
→ raises
→ decends

JAWS:
→ pull up
→ move down

JAWS:
→ close
→ open

LEGO Technic

8856 TECHNIC Thunder Rescue Helicopter with Flex System, which can tilt the rotating rotor blades. The wheels and the hook on the crane arm can be raised/lowered. From 11 years.

8868 TECHNIC Truck with a compressor and pneumatic system. Air pressure for all the pneumatic functions is automatically built up and supplied from a built-in motor and motor pump. From 12 years.
For Advanced TECHNIC Builders
From 11-16 years

Don’t forget to read the building guide!

The TECHNIC JCB looks complex... and so it is with so many functions to perform.

To make sure that you perform equally as well, a comprehensive building guide is included in each TECHNIC set for more models, so you never run out of inspiration.

8862 TECHNIC JCB Excavator
with steering and 3 pneumatic cylinders that control the backhoe. Has stabilizers and working dumper. From 12 years.

8854 TECHNIC Salvage Hoist
with pneumatic hoist and steering gear. The telescopic arm rotates and is pneumatically raised. Stabilizers and hook work. From 11 years.

8865 TECHNIC Test Car.
With V-4 engine construction, pop-up headlights (via a bar between the adjustable seats) rack-and-pinion steering, 4 wheel independent suspension and a 3-speed gearbox. From 11 years.
Teach your TECHNIC models to think!

With the programmable 9 volt Control Centre.

Featuring dual memories, repeat mode, pause function and a flat control pad anything goes – just the way you had in mind!

Two electric motors are included in the set. You can even add a third motor to the colour-coded control terminals.

Watch the crane while its arm repeats every movement you just told it to do.

The drawing-machine is pure magic – apparently it makes sketches all by itself. But you made the original!
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Have you joined yet?

If you are a keen LEGO® builder then the LEGO Club is for you. The Club magazine “Bricks 'n Pieces” keeps you up to date with new LEGO models, exhibitions to see, models to build and competitions to enter.

If a photograph of one of your models is published in “Bricks 'n Pieces” you become a “MASTER BUILDER”.

Ask your mum or dad if you can join.

Look what you get when you join

• Exclusive LEGO Club Badge
• Personal membership card
• Colourful sew-on patch
• Special Club stickers
• 3 copies of the LEGO Club 12 page magazine “Bricks 'n Pieces” during your membership
• The chance to enter special Club Competitions with lots of prizes to be won
• Occasional special offers from the Club mail order shop

All for £ 3.75
(IR £ 4.25 in Irish Republic)
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For LEGO Club queries phone Sue or Meryl on 0978 296290
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For all other calls phone LEGO UK Ltd. on 0978 290900
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It’s a new toy every day.
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